KABLOONA
meanwhile, sat not daring to speak or move, conscious that all
the words and gestures of the white man were in their eyes
violent, direct, and ludicrous. If only Father Henry had been
there!	•
In the way of nourishment, I had brought with me only tea
and biscuits, and these I distributed with the feeling that they
hardly constituted the acknowledgment of an honoured guest.
But my hosts appeared to be delighted, as if the intention were
the important thing, not the gift. Constantly, I was asked my
name— the question was phrased thus: 'Who are you?9 — and
the name, 'Ma-i-ke,' was repeated again and again. Women
would shake their children half out of the hood and say to
them:
'Look! Who is this?5
cMa-i-keP the children would answer promptly; and as they
gazed at me with sober faces and unblinking eyes everybody
present would laugh with pleasure.
Except for Father Henry, these women and children, and
even some of the men, had never seen a Kabloona, and they
dealt with me as with a friend. True primitive hospitality con-
sists not merely in welcoming the stranger but in seeking to
incorporate him into the community. Their intent is to keep
him among them as long as possible, and his slightest indication
of appreciation increases their hope that he will stay on with
them. They discuss at length precisely where and how he is to
be lodged, and what can be done to make his visit pleasant.
Once he has distributed his little gifts and brewed them a mug
of tea, he has done his part. It now becomes their part to look
after him solicitously, to see that he is well fed and comfortably
bestowed. And if the stranger speaks of leaving them, he will
find that he has offended them.
My first call that day was upon Krarsuvik, an ancient dame
who suffered from a malady common among the Eskimos —- the
cataract — but who could nevertheless see me well enough with
her almost disturbingly direct glance. She sat very stiffly on her
and in the face beneath her carefully braided grey hair,
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